
Samsung wearables solutions transforms  
our devices into your devices faster and 
easier than ever.

Samsung Knox Configure for Wearables

Contact Us: samsung.com/b2bknox samsung.com/wearablesforbiz

Two editions give you exactly what your business needs. 

Knox™ Configure is the bulk configuration tool that will 
quickly tailor your Samsung smartwatches over the cloud. 

Samsung smartwatches are transforming the way businesses 
work and communicate. They offer a seamless experience that 
increases employee efficiency, effectiveness and compliance, 
while balancing workforce capability.

When you’re ready to deploy these state-of-the-art tools to your 
team, Samsung has a solution that’s equally efficient. Samsung 
Knox™ Configure offers frictionless, batch configuration of 
Samsung smartwatches.

The smartwatches will be rebranded specifically for your 
business and configured for exactly the tactic desired. With 
Knox Configure, they’ll be ready to go. As will your team.

Cloud-Based Bulk Device Configuration

• Frictionless Bulk Setup, Ready to Go Right Out of the Box
• Custom, Rebranded Software
• Delivers Purpose-Built Appliances
• Advanced Device Configuration

*Yearly license required.

Set Up Edition*: Pre-configure and rebrand bulk 
devices without having to open individual boxes.

Dynamic Edition*: Includes everything in the Setup 
Edition plus dynamic push/pull updates and more.

http://www.samsung.com/us/business/security/knox/
https://www.samsung.com/us/business/solutions/topics/wearables/
http://www.samsung.com/business
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Automated Provisioning
- IMEI/serial number-based device identification
- Mandatory configuration after every factory reset
- Instant start after Samsung Setup Wizard

App Deployment
- Multiple app installation
- App updates

Professional Kiosk Mode
- Home activity, Hide notification, Add exit menu to power dialog
-  Set exit pass code, Allow settings items (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,  

NFC, location)

Customizable Booting UX
- Change bootup/shutdown animation

Customizable Screen
- Change default watch face

Advanced Device Settings
- Hide specific settings items
- Turn On/Off for Bluetooth, WiFi, GPS, Airplane mode
- Hardware key re-mapping

Wi-Fi Settings
- Set SSID and password, security type (e.g. WEP)

Device Feature Restriction (Disable)
- Screen capture, SW update
- Factory reset, Power off, Power saving mode

App Configuration
- App whitelisting/blacklisting
- Disable apps

Frictionless Bulk Setup, Ready to Go Right Out of the Box

Custom, Rebranded Software

Advanced Device Configuration

Delivers Purpose-Built Appliances

Cloud-based Knox Configure makes bulk configuration of Samsung smartwatches simple. Your company will have specialized devices 
designed to maximize productivity, and you’ll have them faster and easier than ever.
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